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 Create your guest list. 

Maria Martinez Ordm, LLC is a travel and event planning service company
that helps create, inspire and collaborate with our customers to make their

events a reality. Our specialty is helping bilingual couples just like you,
organize your event in Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, Mexico, or any other

destination. We help you plan your event, as well as helped their reservations
in the language of their preference, English or Spanish, your guests make so

that they feel special and safe.
 

Here we will give you some guides to plan your destination wedding.  
 

1.
         Creating a guest list will help you understand what you will need, like
how many rooms, venue capacity, and more. Don't worry about the final
count, for now, everything will follow that count at the time of your wedding.
Your planner will keep a look at that. 

   2.  Choose the destination. 
         Remember to choose a location that accommodates all your guest's
needs. Be alert o any travel, political, health, and weather issues that can
happen.  Research any religion, gender, and sexual preference issues that
the location has and inform your guest to avoid any issues. When you have
the date and location already set, send the save the date to your guest 8 to
12 months in advance and the formal invitation in 3 to 4 months before the
wedding date.  That way you give enough time to them to plan and reserve
their needs. Your planner will help your guest with all the details.    
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3. Guest Lodging.
       MMO recommends that you choose accommodation with a different
range of prices. Also keep in mind,  if you choose a specific resort many of
them give you perks to use at your wedding. This depends on the number of
rooms your group has. Another issue to keep in mind is if any of your guests
want to stay in another location that is not the one you choose they maybe
need to buy a day pass to be available to assist with your wedding and you
don't will receive any perk for that guest. 

4. Save Big. 
       Use the perk the resort gives you in your advance. Encore your guest to
help you reach the perk you want.

5. Visit the location in advance. 
       Many resorts offer "test drive" rates so you can preview your dream
wedding and meet the wedding team. 

6. Plan another event. 
       MMO recommend that you choose a different event for your guest this
can be an exciting local experience that gives them a cultural knowledge of
the destination. Is so many options and your planner can help plan it for you.

7. Wedding Insurance.
       Investing in wedding insurance is a win-win and MMO is recommended.
It's best to expect the unexpected. Know all the details of the policies of your
coverage.  
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8. Consider some expenses. 
       Keep in mind that any wedding has expenses that were not planned.
MMO recommend that you have some saving for unexpected expenses that
can happen.  

9. Marriage Requirements.
        You can be legally married in the destination just remember to follow
their local legal requirements in advance. Also, you can have a legal
ceremony at home and get a symbolic ceremony in the destination and
anyone will know. 

10. Passport and other documents.
         Double-check the passport or visas for the destination visit the
Department of State for details. 

11. Wedding Dress.
          Consider the weather of your destination. If the weather is hot and
humid choose a breathless fabric. Another recommendation is that don't put
your dress in the check-in bag is better to carry your dress on the plane. 

12. Honeymoon.  
          MMO recommends choosing a different resort or section for your
honeymoon to have more privacy. Also, you can upgrade your room for your
honeymoon time.
 
13. Hire a Destination Wedding Planner. 
 Hire a planner like MMO that can help you from the beginning to the end.
MMO just doesn't help you will all the details of your wedding, we also help
your guest in the process of the reserve their accommodation. 
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6 – 12 MONTHS BEFORE
Contact wedding coordinator to choose a wedding date
Indicate if you would like a symbolic or legal ceremony

Explore your wedding vision: ceremony/reception location, time of the
day and estimated number of guests

Select your wedding package
Send deposit to coordinator to reserve your selected date p Sign-up for your

honeymoon registry
6 – 9 MONTHS BEFORE

Begin clarifying your wedding vision: theme, colors and little extra
Work with the resort or travel agent to make guest reservations and

secure a room block
Be sure you have your passport and all documents needed; if you are
planning a legal wedding, the coordinator will be sure you know what

the legal forms are needed
Secure DJ, band, photographers and videographer (be sure to speak to

your coordinator when booking outside vendors)
4 – 6 MONTHS BEFORE

 Determine additional wedding events (e.g., welcome cocktail party,
rehearsal dinner and day-after brunch)

 Start planning outside resort activities like golf, tours, etc.
2 – 3 MONTHS BEFORE

Finalize guest list and room requirements
 Confirm ceremony and reception locations

Select décor option, choose flowers and pick the cake
 Book ceremony musicians with coordinator

Share with the coordinator any special readings or songs requested for
the ceremony

 Finalize reception chart, seat cards and send to coordinator
 Start working on menus

Send legal ceremony paperwork to coordinator
 

         
 

Month Checklist



1 MONTH BEFORE
 Confirm all décor, flowers, cake and “little extras”

 Confirm menus for all events (cocktail hour, reception, rehearsal
dinner, etc.)

 Book hair and make-up appointments at the spa
 Have programs, menus, place cards, etc. printed

Confirm timeline of event with wedding coordinator (i.e., seated for
meal, first dance, father daughter dance, cake cutting, etc.)

 Work with hotel to coordinate transportation or transfers, as needed
3 WEEKS BEFORE

Send guest list of those not staying at the resort to the coordinator p Be sure
the coordinator has your travel schedule and your final guest

list, seating charts and events
UP TO 1 WEEK BEFORE
Arrive at the resort

 Meet with wedding coordinator to go over all event details
Have a trial hair and make-up run through at the salon

Set-up a spa day
Arrange for welcome bag room drop

Arrange a private dinner on the beach — just the two of you!
 Leave your wedding attire with your coordinator to have steamed and

prepared for the big day
DAY BEFORE

Host a welcome cocktail party, rehearsal dinner or welcome dinner
Arrange for special room drops (e.g., champagne, flowers, petit fours)

to be sent to parents or wedding party
WEDDING DAY

 Enjoy your hair appointment (remember bring your veil and flowers)
Your coordinator will check in with your throughout the day as she/he

organizes everything
RELAX, SMILE and make the most of this memorable day
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MY DESTINATION WEDDING 

Details

What is your vision for your wedding ceremony:
 

Colors/theme/style/vibe
 

Location: beach, garden, rooftop
 

Time of day
 

What is your vision for your reception location:

 Indoors/Outdoors/Garden/Terrace/Beach

Did you want to have a cocktail reception?                  Yes                 NO

What, if any, is your biggest concern or challenge 
about hosting a destination wedding?

What would you like the overall look and feel of the resort and the rooms to be:
 (can choose more than one, like Modern and Authentic)

 
Modern / Classy / Luxury / Authentic /

 
Not super picky, just want it to be clean and not outdated

Did you want to stay at the wedding resort or go to a different resort for your honeymoon?

Approximate Guest Count and
If children, what is the age range:

Legal or symbolic Wedding, 
Any requirements?

Posible Destination:

What is realistic per person 
budget for your guests including airfare? 
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ComparisonWEDDING VENUES

VENUES
COMPARISON

1st venueDetails 2nd venue

Is our date
available?

Location
distance?

Service 
fee?

One plus
point?

One minus
point?

 Decorations
availability?

Name: Name:

Address: Address:

Phone: Phone:

Email: Email:

Website: Website:
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Items Budget Spent Done

Budget PlannerWEDDING DAY
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Time Task Priority

Progress Tracker

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% Completed

ChecklistWEDDING DAY
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Name Address RSVP - Y/N

Guest ListWEDDING DAY
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This Destination Wedding Guide was prepared by: 
Your Destination Event Planner

 


